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 by Jo Zuppan, Museum photography
 by Nicholas Hlobeczy, and design by
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 One far-reaching result of the Mongol conquest of Asia was the opening
 of the trade routes joining the Mediterranean to the China Sea from the
 late thirteenth to mid-fourteenth century. Not since the period of the
 T'ang Dynasty had goods flowed so freely from East to West and vice
 versa. Although the vast Mongol empire was divided into the Chinese
 territory under the Yuan dynasty, the Chagatai empire (encompassing
 Transoxiania and Chinese Turkestan), the II-Khanid empire of the Near
 East, and the Golden Hord which included southern Russia, these states
 were more or less subject to the Great Khan in China. Consequently,
 until they disintegrated in the fourteenth century, lines of communica
 tion across Asia were open and trade flourished from Italy to China.
 Our knowledge of Asian commercial activities during these years

 comes primarily from records preserved in Genoese and Venetian
 archives, but also from the accounts of papal envoys sent to the Il-Khan
 or to the Great Khan in China, as well as the accounts of missionaries
 and other travelers.' Because the bulk of commercial information
 comes from the Genoese and Venetian records and from the renowned

 merchant Marco Polo, a great deal more is known about the activities
 of Italian merchants than about Mamluk or Asian merchants. We know,
 for example, that by the middle of the thirteenth century, a residential
 colony of Italian merchants was established in Tabriz.2 Other merchants
 were also actively engaged in trade there, as is made clear by Friar
 Odoric of Perdenone's description of Tabriz which he visited at some
 point during an extensive journey made between ca. 1316 and 1330:

 And this is a nobler city and a better for merchandise than any other
 which at this day existeth in the world. For there is not on the face of
 the earth any kind of provision, or any species of goods, but you will
 find great store thereof at Tauris [Tabriz]... for the whole world, almost,
 hath dealings with that city for merchandise.3

 During the fourteenth century Venetian merchants in particular were
 engaged in active trading in Urgandj, south of the Aral Sea. This city,
 located at the crossroads of the East-West and North-South routes, was
 the most important commercial city in Central Asia at that time and
 was frequented by Mamluk and Chinese merchants as well.4 By the
 end of the fourteenth century, Samarkand, which had become Tamer
 lane's capital, was a hub of commercial activity. Visiting the city shortly
 before Tamerlane's death in 1405, the Spanish envoy, Clavijo, wrote:

 Every year to the city of Samarqand much merchandise of all kinds
 came from Cathay [China], India, Tartary [the Near East], and from
 many other quarters besides, for in the countries round the Samarqand
 territory commerce is very flourishing.... Further, this land of Samar
 qand is not alone rich in food stuffs but also in manufactures, such
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 as factories of silk both the kinds called Zaytumi and Kincobs, also
 crapes, taffetas and the stuffs we call Tercenals in Spain, which are all
 produced here in great numbers. Further, they... manufacture stuffs in
 gold and blue with other colours of diverse tints dyed.... Thus trade
 has always been fostered by Timur with the view of making his capital
 the noblest of cities .... During the month of June of this year, immedi
 ately before the date of our coming to Samarqand, there had arrived a
 caravan of eight hundred camels bringing merchandise from China.5

 Other cities serving as emporiums for goods in transit included Sul
 tanTya, Maragha, Hamadan, Gazvin, Isfahan, Shiraz, and Nishapur.6

 In China, Peking-known in Mongol times as Cambalik-was
 described by Marco Polo as a major center for international trade.7
 In those suburbs, he wrote,
 lodge the foreign merchants and travellers, of whom there are always
 great numbers who have come to bring presents to the Emperor, or
 to sell articles at Court, or because the city affords so good a mart to
 attract traders.... To this city are brought articles of greater cost and
 rarity, and in greater abundance of all kinds, than to any other city in
 the world. For people of every description, and from every region,
 bring things (including the costly wares of India, as well as the fine and
 precious goods of Cathay [China] itself with its provinces), some for the
 sovereign, some for the court, some for the city... and thus between
 the court and the city the quantity brought in is endless.8

 Besides Peking, the active port of Kinsay (present-day Hangchou) was
 alluded to by Marco Polo as being inhabited by foreign merchants.9
 Friar Odoric, traveling in China between 1324 and 1327, more speci
 fically mentioned Venetians there:

 I came unto the city of Cansay, a name which signifieth the "City of
 Heaven."And 'tis the greatest city in the whole world, so great indeed
 that I should scarcely venture tell of it, but that I have met at Venice
 people in plenty who have been there.10

 Foreign merchants also concentrated in the port city of Zayton (now
 known as Ch'uanchou). Not only was a Catholic bishopric located
 there, but in 1326 Bishop Andrea of Perugia wrote a letter home in

 which he mentioned the presence of Genoese merchants.T" An indica
 tion of how important the Genoese commercial presence was in Asia is
 provided by Pegolotti, an employee of the Bardi Company in Florence.
 In his famous book, Practica della Mercatura, written around 1340, he
 gave all the weights and measures in Genoese equivalents.'2 Likewise,
 the importance of the Persians in Chinese commercial dealings is indi
 cated by the fact that the commercial language in Zayton during the
 fourteenth century was Persian.13
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 What drew Italian merchants to make the long and treacherous jour
 ney to China initially was raw silk. In spite of the enormous investment
 of time and money entailed, and despite the availability of higher qual
 ity silk from the Near East and Turkestan, the exceedingly low price of
 Chinese silk made the venture cost-effective.'4 It was not long, how
 ever, before the spectacular silk fabrics of China also attracted the at
 tention and interest of foreign merchants. In about 1330, John de Cora,
 Archbishop of SultanTya, wrote of China,

 For when any merchants from foreign ports come thither to trade, they
 leave their gold and silver and precious stones, and they carry away
 the products of the country; spices, silk, cloths of silk and cloths of
 gold, of which they find great quantities for sale here. 15

 Much of the silk cloth imported into Europe during the late thirteenth
 and fourteenth centuries, however, came via an extensive commercial
 network rather than individuals who had journeyed all the way to
 China.'6 Little can be gleaned from existing documents about this traf
 fic, but there can be no question that many goods changed hands fre
 quently before reaching their final destinations.
 Although trade obviously represented the principal means by which

 precious silks traveled, it was not the only means. Luxury silks, or gar
 ments made from such fabrics, were requisite gifts exchanged in the
 course of diplomatic missions. We know, for example, that in the mid
 dle of the thirteenth century William Rubruck, sent on a diplomatic
 mission to the Mongol khans by Louis IX of France (1214-70), returned
 with a present of brocades from Mongke Khan (1251-59).'7 Upon re
 ceiving a diplomatic gift of robes from Kublai Khan in 1288, Pope
 Nicholas IV (1227-91) dispatched an embassy to China bearing many
 presents including purple vestments woven with gold.'8 When the
 ambassador Abd al-Rahman was sent by Ahmed, son of the II-Khan
 Hulagu, to Syria, he took bales of stuff wherein much gold was woven.19
 In 1323 an embassy from the II-Khan Abu Sa'Td to the Mamluk Sultan
 Nasir al-Din brought a gift of 700 silks woven with the name and titles
 of the Mamluk sultan.20 The Ming emperor in the 1 370s sent an ambas
 sador named P'ou-la to Europe with letters and presents of silks to the
 European king.2' And when the Spanish envoy, Clavijo, went to Samar
 kand at the beginning of the fifteenth century, he took among other
 gifts Florentine cloth.22
 And so it was, principally through trade but also through diplomatic

 gifts, that luxury fabrics traveled to destinations often far removed from
 their places of manufacture. As a result of this fluid movement of goods,
 numbers of Chinese and Near Eastern silks made their way to Europe
 where some were eventually preserved in tombs and others in church
 treasuries. As far as the Near Eastern and western Turkestan silks are

 concerned, these are the only surviving examples, for none has so far
 been found in either the Near East or in western Turkestan. One Yuan

 silk and gold textile was reportedly discovered in Iran, while a few
 Chinese silks of the Yuan and early Ming periods have been excavated
 in China.23 Judging from Chinese publications, however, such material
 is rare. This means that the silks originally preserved in Europe represent
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 Figure 1. Textile. Lampas weave, silk and
 gold thread. Gold pattern on blue ground,
 43.7 x 33 cm. China, Yuan dynasty, 1260
 1368. Purchase from the J. H. Wade Fund.
 CMA 48.204

 a most important corpus indeed of Asian silk weaving during the late
 thirteenth to fourteenth centuries. In addition-and of particular impor
 tance to the history of art-the open trade routes between the Mediter
 ranean and China facilitated the migration of motifs and patterns from
 one part of the world to another, resulting briefly in an international

 period of silk design. The singularly beautiful and often very lively
 Chinese patterns inspired artisans across Asia to Italy. Chinese designs
 were not only copied outright, but frequently isolated motifs were also
 absorbed into traditional, indigenous patterns. Likewise, Chinese ar
 tisans as well as Italian designers adopted Islamic designs and motifs.

 Although silk design in Italy was most affected by the influx of foreign
 patterns, it too left its mark on Near Eastern and Chinese patterns, a fact
 that has largely escaped the notice of art historians.

 The Museum's collection of late thirteenth- to fourteenth-century
 textiles is sufficiently comprehensive to reflect these crosscurrents. We
 begin with Chinese silks of the Yuan dynasty, which are exceedingly
 rare outside Chinese and European collections (Figures 1, 2, 3, and 7).
 The differences in their designs suggest the great variety of patterns
 found in Chinese silks of this period. The largest Yuan textile in the
 collection is a blue silk with a gold design in horizontal rows of phoe
 nixes-each enclosed in an inverted horseshoe-shaped motif-and of
 stylized floral motifs (Figure 1).24 The asymmetry of the design, the
 phoenix in flight, and the lively rhythm of curving floral stems are
 typical of Chinese textiles of the Yuan period and are among the ele

 ments that so inspired Italian designers in the mid to second half of the

 5
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 6  Figure 2. Textile (reverse). Lampas weave,
 silk. Cream pattern on blue ground, 15.2 x
 13.3 cm. China, Yian dynasty, 1260-1368.
 John L. Severance Fund. CMA 50.540

 Figure 2A. Two possible reconstructions
 for CMA 50.540.

 Unless noted otherwise, all reconstruc
 tion drawings are by Ellen Levine.

 century. The horseshoe-shaped motif is not a specifically Chinese orna
 ment but belongs to the international repertory. In Italian textiles it
 occurs somewhat in the form of an Islamic crescent moon, while in a
 fourteenth-century silk and gold textile in the Metropolitan Museum of
 Art, the motif resembles a pair of scrolls bearing an inscription.25 The

 dw.~~~~~~~~~t

 OTI~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~r

 a ~~V~S~"~ ~t~~3;i~$f ~~P~~~~ ~$, -~SVI

 ~CkT~ ~i~~SC~k~ CLj~~CI C3'4j
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 Figure 3. Textile. Lampas weave, silk and
 gold thread. Gold pattern on tan ground,
 21 x 13 cm. China, Yian dynasty, 1260
 1368. John L. Severance Fund. CMA 50.507

 Figure 3A. Reconstruction for CMA 50.507.

 Qg '4r fi5, '4 Cleveland Museum's textile is unusual in that it is woven with two
 types of gold thread: one consisting of flat strips of gilded paper and the

 r4\g $ QL^z f^/^X~~iatEk ~other of strips of gilded paper twisted around a silk core. Since these
 V ij^3|l by r>b y^ , gold threads reflect light differently, they give the design a richer and

 I more varied effect. Existing textiles woven with the two types of gold
 are extremely rare from this period, leaving us with little idea of the

 * Hi*-l~ He- H ti - extent of their production.26 The historian Rashid al-Din, however, in describing the Mongol campaigns in Samarkand and along the Oxus in

 ?z( 2^-^ QX^^y?A^ 1253-54 makes two references to splendid tents made from cloth of
 .-i %~ N A g ? l e ~gold on gold.27 Possibly this refers to fabric woven with two types of

 gold as seen in the Museum's example.
 In contrast to the asymmetrical design of the Chinese silk illustrated in

 f^dr>>L %S1^ A> / %B Figure 1 is a balanced pattern of floral vines enclosing paired phoenixes
 r (y/yS Adzn^~ )/<( that are framed in a lotus bulb palmette (Figures 2 and 2A).28 Vines

 curving in opposing directions to form ogival compartments that con

 L & s<t ^( /^,^ 37 tain floral motifs, animals, or birds are among the most recurrent themes
 Q^^r *r^/, , Q/ .r^" in fourteenth-century textiles from China to Italy (see, for example,
 A Z ^& cV 1 Z?4Q^_ Figures 13A, 14, 27, 30, 32, and 33). In spite of its symmetrical balance,

 the design has been infused with vivacity and energy in characteristic
 Chinese fashion, particularly through the drawing of the phoenixes but
 also in the lobed contours of the bulb palmettes and in the gracefully
 curving flowers and leaves. A much more dense design of lobed bulb
 palmettes surrounded by leafy vines is represented by Figures 3 and
 3A.29 Although the design, like that of Figure 2, is balanced, the Chi
 nese penchant for asymmetry is evident in the lively khilins (mythical

 7
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 8  Figure 4. Shoe of Benedict Xl. Lampas
 weave, silk and gold thread. Gold pattern
 on yellow ground. China, Yuan dynasty,
 1260-1368. Perugia, San Domenico.
 (Photo: After Magagnato, Le Stoffe di
 Cangrande, p. 177.)

 Figure 4A. Reconstruction for Shoe of
 Benedict XI. (After Magagnato, Le Stoffe
 di Cangrande, p. 178.)

 -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

 ...... .... .. ... .. . ... ...... ..... .

 Figure 5. Textile. Lampas weave, silk and
 gold thread. Gold pattern on red ground.
 Near East, late thirteenth-fourteenth century.
 Berlin, Kunstgewerbemuseum, 78.514.

 Figure 6. Textile. Lampas weave, silk and
 gold thread. Gold and blue pattern on
 green ground. Italy, last third fourteenth
 century. Paris, Musee de Cluny, 2201 7.

 i,. l |
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 Figure 7. Textile. Tabby weave with supple
 mentary pattern weft, silk and gold thread.
 Gold pattern on white ground, 14.5 x 15.5
 cm. China, Yuan dynasty, 1260-1368.
 Dudley P. Allen Fund. CMA 85.33

 Chinese animals) that are framed singly and turn to look back at the
 khilin behind. Echoing their energetic spirit are the leaves that curve
 first right and then left. Silks with this type of pattern, or variations of it,
 were carried along the trade routes across Asia and into Europe. Two
 found their way to the tomb of Cangrande della Scalla (d. 1329) in
 Verona;30 while a third was used to form a shoe that reportedly be
 longed to Pope Benedict XI, d. 1304 (Figures 4 and 4A). The design of
 a Near Eastern silk and gold textile in Berlin (Figure 5) bears striking
 similarities to that shown in Figure 3, while for an Italian silk in the
 Musee de Cluny, the Chinese pattern served more as a point of de
 parture (Figure 6).
 Altogether different from the designs of these three textiles is that

 9
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 Figure 8. Fragment from a Cope. Lampas
 weave, silk, cotton, and silver (with traces
 of gilding) thread. Silver pattern on green
 ground, warp: 42.5, weft: 39.5 cm.
 U.S.S.R., western Turkestan, late thir
 teenth-fourteenth century. CMA 85.4

 shown in Figure 7 in which a dense profusion of tiny leaves are woven
 in gold against a white ground.31 This pattern was not intended to be
 viewed as a coherent design, but rather to capture the fluctuations of
 shimmering light on gold leaves. In Italy Chinese silks with designs like
 this were well known in the fourteenth century. Not only do two such
 silks form parts of the dalmatic and cope, ecclesiastical vestments, re
 portedly belonging to Pope Benedict XI, but three others are described
 in two inventories-one for Pope Clement V (1264-1314) in 131 1 and
 another for the Vatican in 1361; a number also appear in contemporary
 Italian paintings.32 Inspired by the effect of light sparkling on the gold
 leaves, Italian designers too copied the Chinese silks. The earliest doc
 umented Italian silk and gold textile of this type is the stola, another
 type of ecclesiastical vestment, in the treasury of the Kunsthistorisches

 Museum, Vienna. It was first mentioned in 1338 in connection with
 the meeting of Ludwig of Bavaria (ca. 1287-1347) with Edward III of
 England (1312-77).33 Variations of the design that included tiny ani
 mals and birds as well as leaves were also imported from China into
 Italy where one was preserved in the tomb of Cangrande della Scalla.34
 Besides these four Chinese Yuan dynasty silks, the Cleveland Mu

 seum is most fortunate to have a textile from the area of Khwarizm

 or the Oxus in the western part of Turkestan (Figure 8).35 Luxury silks
 from this area are among the rarest of late thirteenth- to fourteenth
 century textiles: only this and two related textiles have been identified
 so far.36 Unlike the Yuan silks, this textile, as well as the two related
 pieces, is woven with a mixture of silk and cotton: the warps are silk,
 while the ground wefts and the core of the metal pattern wefts are cot
 ton.37 The resulting coarseness of the weave makes the designs of these
 textiles difficult to decipher. Various textiles in which these two fibers
 are combined were woven in Turkestan from early medieval times. A
 silk and cotton fragment dating from the sixth century was found in
 1960 in a tomb at Astana in the Sinkiang-Uighur region of western
 China;38 and in 1970 a jacket made of two brocades-one of which
 had silk warps, cotton ground wefts, and gold pattern wefts (gold
 twisted around a silk core)-was found in a tomb at the ancient city
 of Urumchi.39 Farther west in the province of Khwarizm, there also
 existed a long tradition of weaving cloth with silk warps and cotton
 wefts.40 The elegant design of the Museum's textile with rows of diving
 phoenixes and of standing pheasants amidst parallel curving lotus vines
 has been copied from a Chinese textile and reflects the Chinese taste
 for asymmetrical patterns and vivacious movement. The designs of the
 two related textiles, however, are not copied from Chinese models, but
 rather combine Islamic, Western, and Chinese elements.41
 The silks in the Museum collection produced in Iran and Iraq during

 the late thirteenth and fourteenth centuries vary in their designs from
 those indigenous to the Near East to those showing to a greater or lesser

 11
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 12  Figure 9. Detail of Textile. Lampas weave
 with areas of compound weave, silk andimas
 gold thread. Gold and blue pattern on tan
 ground, 23.2 x 10.7 cm. Near East, late
 thirteenth-fourteenth century. Purchase
 from the J.H. Wade Fund. CMA 29.905

 extent the influence of Chinese and Italian silks of the period. Belong
 ing to the first category are two small silk and gold textiles, one woven

 with small squares each enclosing an animal or bird (Figure 9),42 and
 the other woven with a design of zigzag bands in which animals of
 prey chase lively rabbits through a densely foliated ground (Figure
 1 1).43 Animals within squares were a long-established textile pattern in
 the Near East by the time the Mongols arrived. The motif, for example,
 forms the entire design of a Seljuk printed textile in the Museum collec
 tion, while in two silks of the same period, in the Yale University Art
 Gallery, New Haven, and The Textile Museum, Washington, D.C., it is
 combined with other decorative elements.44 Bands of animals chasing
 one another, as seen in Figure 1 1, also constituted a common decora

 Figure 10. Textile. Lampas weave, silk.
 Cream and green. Italy, second half four
 teenth century. Nuremberg, Germanisches
 Nationalmuseum, nr. 444.

 r*?-:;~.~- ~ *?-:~rj~~~ ~~~ ~~:r~~"l~;~
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 Figure 1 1. Textile. Lampas weave, silk and
 gold thread. Gold pattern on green ground,
 25.7 x 18.5 cm. Near East, late thirteenth
 fourteenth century. Dudley P. Allen Fund.
 CMA 18.292

 -:~ "

 tive theme in the Seljuk period. In a Mina'i pottery dish from the late
 twelfth to early thirteenth century, two of the painted figures wear gar
 ments with zigzag designs.45 Although designs such as those repre
 sented in Figures 9 and 1 1 were not influenced by foreign silks, they
 were known in Italy where they served as a point of departure for silks
 woven there. Two such silks-one with a design of small squares each
 enclosing a leaf, bird or animal, and the other with a design of zigzag
 bands containing leaves, animals, and birds-are preserved today in
 Nuremberg and Krefeld, West Germany (Figures 10 and 12).

 Figure 12. Textile. Lampas weave, silk.
 Light brown pattern on light green ground.
 Italy, mid to second half fourteenth cen
 tury. Krefeld, Deutsches Textilmuseum
 Krefeld, 02091.

 13
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 Figure 13. Textile. Lampas weave, silk and
 gold thread. Gold pattern on tan (faded
 from red) ground, 26.7 x 14 cm. Near East,
 fourteenth century. Purchase from the J. H.
 Wade Fund. CMA 45.34

 Figure 13A. Detail of Altar Frontal show
 ing Near Eastern silk embroidered with
 arms of Aragon-Barcelona and stems of
 columbine. Lampas weave, silk and gold
 thread. Near East, fourteenth century.
 London, Victoria and Albert Museum,
 792-1893.

 ?E ;... ..

 ' '

 r~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. o.-,, ~,,

 In addition to indigenous Near Eastern designs are those belonging
 to the international repertory of the period, some of which reflect con
 siderable Chinese or Italian influence. In Figure 13,46 for example,
 paired birds are framed in an ogival medallion that is, in turn, enclosed
 in an ogival net of flowering vines. The overall design of this textile is
 better seen in a large altar frontal of the same fabric that is preserved in
 the Victoria and Albert Museum, London (Figure 13A). As this type of
 pattern was woven from China to Italy during the fourteenth century, it
 is interesting to observe the differences between the design of this tex
 tile and that of the Chinese silk (Figure 2). Here, the paired birds stand
 quietly in their medallion flanking a central floral motif in contrast to
 the energetic Chinese phoenixes in Figure 2, which are caught, as it
 were, in flight and do not flank a floral ornament. The serenity of the
 birds in the Near Eastern Silk, moreover, is echoed in the simplicity of
 the ogival medallion enframing them, just as the nervous energy of the
 phoenixes is reiterated in the lobed contours of the bulb palmette. The
 enclosed birds with their wing disks and the floral motif between were
 drawn from the traditional repertory of Near Eastern motifs. The lotus
 flowers at the ends of the scrolling tendrils of the surrounding vines,
 however, were inspired by Chinese sources, while the grape leaves
 between the medallions have been derived from Italian silks. Another

 version of the same type of pattern is represented by a blue and gold
 silk (Figure 14), in which paired rabbits in lobed medallions are en
 closed in ogival compartments formed by curving vines.47 The engaging
 rabbits, standing on their hind legs and looking back at each other, are
 almost identical to the rabbits in a Chinese silk that formed the shoe

 reportedly once belonging to Pope Benedict XI (Figures 4 and 4A) and
 also to the rabbits enclosed in bulb-palmettes on an Italian silk pre
 served in Berlin (Figure 15). Another Near Eastern silk reflecting the
 international style is illustrated in Figure 16.48 Its design of birds flank
 ing palmettes had been established in the Near East long before the
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 Figure 14. Textile. Lampas weave, silk and - j ;I. ' " gold thread. Gold pattern on blue ground,
 33.7 x 20.3 cm. Near East, fourteenth cen
 tury. Purchase from the J. H. Wade Fund.
 CMA 39.44

 NW

 .

 Figure 16. Textile. Lampas weave, silk and
 silver thread. Silver pattern on blue ground,
 28.6 x 25.4 cm. Near East, late thirteenth
 fourteenth century. Purchase from the J. H.
 Wade Fund. CMA 45.14

 Figure 15. Textile. Lampas weave, silk and
 gold thread. Gold and green pattern on
 purple ground. Italy, mid-second half
 fourteenth century. Berlin, Kunstgewerbe
 museum, K6105.

 ~~ I ~L~ se~?Elss~~f~pl--aJL?,I~?~i~~.--~ ? ~'!::i~/~
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 Mongol conquest. But in this silk the traditional design has been given
 a distinctly Chinese flavor by the birds which are Chinese phoenixes.
 These, together with the lotus bulb palmettos filled with a scale motif,
 belong to the international repertory of the fourteenth century and can
 be found in silks woven in China as well as those woven in Italy (see

 FiguresFigure 17. Textile. Lampas weave, silk2, 8, 34, and 35)49

 gold thread. Gold pattern on green ground,

 21 x 22.9 cm. Near Eastern silk designs in the fourteenth century were also influ

 enced by Italian silks, though to a lesser degree than by Chinese designs
 and motifs. Although the Italian influence is usually confined to one or
 two motifs, the design of grapevines with leaves shown in Figure 1 750

 tury. Purchase been copied entirely from an Italian silk such as Figure 28.5 Never

 Mongotheless, the style But in his silk the traditional des hav been depicted in the Near

 Eastern silk, as well as the decoration of the center of each inese phoenixes.with a

 rose, togetdiffers fromwith the lotusway grape leaves are represented with a scalian silks.
 Far more difficult to distinguish from its Italian model sent a small textile

 woven with a design of grape leaves and lion masks (Figure 18).52 An

 Italbe found in silk with a variation of thin as design is prese woven Berlin Italy (see

 9)53 In contrast to Figure 12,, th grape leaves in Figure 18 have been35).49

 Near Eastern silk designs in the fourteenth century were also influ

 depicted exactly like those in Italian silks, though to a lesser degree than by Chie silk has,

 and motil recently, been consistent i usually confined to one ture,
 with one warp but two sets of grapevines witone for th leaves shown in Figure other

 for the pattern), varies from the lampas weaves of Italian Gothic silk such as Figure 28. Never

 which haveless, two sets of whicharps and two sets of wefts. Also different isNear

 Easter selvage consistingdecor of thewarps instead of the linen cordswith a
 rosethat consistently com the selvage edges are represented Italian fourteenth-ks.

 Far more difficult to distinguish from its Italian model is a small textile
 woven with a design of grape leaves and lion masks (Figure 18).s2 An
 Italian silk with a variation of this design is preserved in Berlin (Figure
 19).53 In contrast to Figure 1 7, the, grape leaves in Figure 18 have been
 depicted exactly like those in Italian silks. Consequently, the silk has,
 until recently, been consistently attributed to Italy. Its weave structure,
 with one warp but two sets of wefts (one for the ground and the other
 for the pattern), varies from the lampas weaves of Italian Gothic silks,

 which have two sets of warps and two sets of wefts.s4 Also different is
 the selvage consisting of bundles of warps instead of the linen cords
 that consistently complete the selvage edges of Italian fourteenth
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 Figure 18. Textile. Tabby weave with sup
 plementary pattern weft, silk. Tan pattern
 on dark blue ground, 1 1.5 x 15.9 cm. Asia,
 mid or second half fourteenth century. Gift
 of The Tex stile Arts Club. CMA 43l .51

 Figure 19. Textile. Lampas weave, silk.
 Green pattern on tan ground. Italy, mid- ~.
 second half fourteenth century. Berlin,
 Kunstgewerbemuseum, 99.32

 century silks. The weave structure of this fragment is known prior to

 the Mongol conquest in both Chinese and Near Eastern silks.55 But the
 existing fourteenth-century silks woven in this manner all appear to be
 Chinese both for stylistic reasons and the type of gold thread used.56

 so typically found on Chinese selvages of this period, more closely
 resembles the selvages of certain Near Eastern textiles.57 Further con
 tributing to the difficulties of determining the provenance of this textile
 is that its pattern is woven entirely of silk and therefore has none of the
 important information that can be obtained from the composition of
 gold or silver thread.58 Wherever it may have been woven, the silk
 probably intended for the Italian or European market-made its way
 along the trade routes into Europe and, eventually, to the treasury of St.
 Ursula's church in Cologne where a large piece is still preserved.

 .: i~ The international repertory of the fourteenth century is not only ap
 _BBM|'|Bff ' parent in Chinese and Near Eastern textiles but in Mamluk (Egyptian/

 Syrian) silks as well. Here, however, foreign motifs and designs were
 ..:.:'.:. : *'::: drawn primarily from Chinese and especially Near Eastern models.

 Although no records, such as the archives of Venice and Genoa, docu
 menting Mamluk commercial activities in Asia have survived, Chinese
 textiles have been found in Egypt, and both Chinese and Near Eastern
 silks are known to have been made for the Mamluk court or market.59
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 18  Figure 20. Textile (reverse). Double
 cloth with three sets of warps and wefts, ...
 tabby weave, silk. Tan, light blue, and t i o
 dark blue, 11 x 16.7 cm. Egypt/Syria, i.
 Mamluk period, fourteenth century. Pur

 Figure 2t1. Textile (reverse). Lampas weave,

 x 16 cm. Egypt/Syria, Mamluk period,

 c hase from the en. H. Wade Fund. CMA e

 Wade Fund. CMA 83.12

 ?F"' ':'t :.L

 The designs of some Mamluk silks do closely resemble their Chinese
 prototypes,60 but those preserved in the Cleveland Museum collection
 combine Islamic motifs with Chinese. In the silk shown in Figure 20,
 for example, the elegant light and dark blue and tan design of squares
 can be traced back to Near Eastern textiles prior to the Mongol con
 quest, 61while the lotus flowers contained in alternate squares are de
 rived ultimately from Chinese models. Nevertheless, not only are
 these, together with the crescent moons, basic elements of Mamluk

 textile designs (see Figures 22 and 23), but the particular way they have
 been combined and the great refinement of the design itself are also
 characteristically Mamluk.62

 The small fragment illustrated in Figure 21 is all that remains of an

 bencmie.n.tegetrfnmeto h ein tefaeas
 .hrateistcal . aiu..'
 "h!--lfaget lutrtdinFgue2ti.l.ta rmis fa
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 Figure 21 A. Reconstruction for CMA 83.120.

 eleanc ofitsd . The'ovr ueof - x c -

 r-g

 exceedingly beautiful Mamluk blue and tan silk (see reconstruction,
 Figure 21A).63 Typical of the finest silks produced in Egypt and Syria in
 the first half of the fourteenth century are the intricate detail and the
 elegance of its design. The overall structure of star-shaped compart
 ments formed by rhombs and ovals and enclosing medallions is an
 Islamic pattern of which variations from the Near East are known.64
 The small diaper patterns filling the circular centers of the medallions
 and the rhombs surrounding them, however, are decorative fillings
 found everywhere in the fourteenth century from China to Italy.65
 Another Islamic convention is the use of Arabic inscriptions as part of
 the design-a decorative device that was borrowed by both Italian and
 Chinese designers in the fourteenth century (Figures 34 and 36).66

 19
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 20  Figure 22. Tunic. Silk. Egypt/Syria, Mamluk
 period, fourteenth century. Cairo, Museum
 of Islamic Art. (After J. Heinrich Schmidt,
 "Damaste der Mamlukenzeit," fig. 10.)

 Figure 22A. Reconstruction of Tunic.
 (After J. Heinrich Schmidt, "Damaste der

 Mamlukenzeit," fig. 12.)

 ^i? <w Y^StW lap 93 p D_ w \?

 Figure 23. Textile. Compound tabby,
 double cloth, and bands of extended tabby;
 silk and gold thread. Tan, cream, and gold
 pattern on blue ground, 5 x 27 cm. Egypt/
 Syria, Mamluk period, first half fourteenth
 century. John L. Severance Fund. CMA
 86.240

 Although the lobed contours of the ogival medallions have been de
 rived from Chinese designs, the fleurs-de-lis at the top and bottom are a

 Mamluk touch. Four fish surrounding an ogival medallion was a Mam
 luk decorative device occurring as well in the design of a tunic in Cairo
 (Figures 22 and 22A). Almost certainly, the bent posture of the fish,
 conveying a sense of movement, was derived from Chinese textiles.67
 The same fish appear in pairs in two Mamluk striped silks (Figures 23
 and 24).68

 Various striped designs are found among the extant Mamluk silks
 indicating that this was a popular type of pattern in Egypt and Syria in
 the fourteenth century (see Figures 23, 24, 25, and 26).69 In the small
 fragment just mentioned (Figure 23), the wide band with paired fish
 and crescent moons is flanked by narrower bands that are plain with
 gold threads forming thin lines running through them. In the upper
 right portion can be seen another band that is also plain but woven

 with a ribbed effect. The overall design of this textile was almost cer
 tainly similar to that of a striped silk in Berlin (Figure 24). The designs
 of two hats in the Museum collection include bands of Arabic inscrip

 ;pg -?M. ?t?? '?? h?  ?? -

 i'
 ''

 ?,

 i:
 :  :? :: i :::: ii:::i:4::::i: :: :

 ::::::::: :: :;;::;(::::::::r: :::;. :i :j : ?: :?: i
 i: ii;: :::::::i:i:: ::

 i::: :: i ::::: : :: :: :: : :::':; " ? : :
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 Figure 25. Cap. Lampas weave, silk and
 gold thread. Blue, tan, green, brown, and Xf
 gold, H. 12.7 cm., Diam. of base 17.2 cm. ?
 Egypt/Syria, Mamluk period, fourteenth.
 century. John L. Severance Fund. CMA
 50.510

 Figure 24. Textile. Compound tabby, silk
 and gold(?) thread. Cream, tan, blue, and
 gold(?). Egypt/Syria, Mamluk period, four
 teenth century. Berlin, Kunstgewerbe
 museum, 04.2 78.

 : . . :..::.l Arai tions and bands of running animals; the alternate bands shown in Fig
 '!!~ i ~ hIlamure 25 are ornamented with thin stripes, while those in Figure 26 have

 a sequence of crescent moons. The inscription in the bands of Figure
 26, which translates Glory to our lord the sultan al-Malik al-Nasir,70

 e" ':::.......... Indicates that the hat was woven for the sultan Nasir al-Din Muhammed
 (1 293-1 341) or for a member of his court. The inscription on the other
 hat (Figure 25) is more general: Glory to our master, the sultan. 7 Both

 :is.. |;... hats were reportedly found in Egyptian graves. Striped designs with
 Arabic inscriptions, running animals, and crescent moons are purely
 Islamic and, at this time, occur in silks woven in the Near East as well

 .. as in Egypt/Syria.72

 * . .... . ....

 ...~ .......................... .... . . ........

 Figure 26. Cap. Lampas weave, silk. Blue
 and white, H. 12 cm. Egypt/Syria, Mamluk

 period, sultinate of Ndsir al-Din Muham- i _ $ - - d E_
 med, 1293-1341. Purchase from the I. H.

 Wade Fund. CMA 85.5...
 El

 Fioguap
 .::

 T~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~::' "('":i :''?:::':::" ~"?""':
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 Figure 27. Mantle for Statue of Virgin.
 Lampas weave, silk and gold thread. Tan
 (faded from salmon), white, yellow and
 gold pattern on blue ground. 70.5 x 111.1
 cm. Egypt/Syria(?), first half fourteenth
 century. Purchase from the J. H. Wade
 Fund. CMA 39.40

 A particularly magnificent textile in the Museum collection is a cape
 with a design woven in pink, yellow, and white silk and gold thread
 (Figure 27).73 It was originally preserved in a church near Valencia,
 Spain, where it served as a mantle for a statue of the Virgin. Textiles
 woven of silk and gold or silver were extremely expensive and highly
 valued in the Middle Ages. So when a church vestment wore out, the
 parts that were still good were re-modeled to serve another purpose,
 which explains why this mantle is so pieced together. The overall floral
 design belongs to the international style of the period: ogives formed
 by vines with large lotus flowers at their tangent points. Between the
 lotus flowers are lobed medallions containing an Arabic inscription,
 The sultan, the king. Within each ogive is a concentric lotus bulb palm
 ette containing another Arabic inscription, Glory to our master, the
 sultan the king.74 This pattern is known to have been woven in two
 variations, one a silk damask and the other a silk and gold textile, both
 of which are in the Victoria and Albert Museum, London.75 Other
 extant examples of patterns woven in different variations from Italy and
 the Near East reveal that this practice was widespread among weavers
 at this time.76 The gold thread in the Museum's mantle (Figure 27) and
 in the related textile in London consists of strips of gilded silver twisted
 around a silk core. These are then bound together with yellow silk
 threads forming a composite weft. The few other fourteenth-century
 textiles woven with this type of composite pattern weft do not have
 recognizably Mamluk designs, and their place of manufacture remains
 at the present time uncertain.77 Whether all of the textiles with com
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 posite gold and silk wefts were woven in the same area, or in different
 areas, and whether the Museum's mantle was actually produced in
 Egypt/Syria, or was woven elsewhere for the Mamluk court, are ques
 tions yet to be answered.

 In Italy luxury textiles from China, Turkestan, the Near East, and
 Mamluk cities were well-known by the late thirteenth century due to
 the extensive trade that Italian city-states conducted in the Mediterra
 nean and across Asia, and also as a result of the many diplomatic mis
 sions arriving in Rome from the Great Khans of China and the 11-Khans
 of the Near East. Oddly enough, however, it was not until the third
 decade of the fourteenth century that Italian silk designers began taking
 notice of these very different and often exotic designs.78 Once this
 happened, Italian silk design was revolutionized. Whereas elsewhere
 foreign designs were sometimes copied or isolated motifs were incor
 porated into traditional designs, Islamic and Chinese silks sparked the
 imaginations of designers in Italy, resulting in silk designs of unprece
 dented imagination. The first step away from traditional patterns was
 the ogival grapevine design seen in Figure 28. The ogival pattern, as
 has already been observed, belonged to the international repertory of
 the period; but the grape leaves were an Italian innovation. Placed

 within the vines are pairs of birds, one of which is adorsed parrots with
 their tails crossed. This motif was derived from a Chinese textile such

 as one found in the tomb of the Infante Pedro at Las Huelgas, Burgos.79
 Designs of grapevines in numerous variations continued to be woven
 in Italy through the second half of the century and, as has already been

 Figure 28. Textile. Lampas weave, silk.
 Tan (faded from red) pattern on green
 ground, 23.7 x 25.1 cm. Italy, second
 quarter fourteenth century. Florence and
 Charles Abel Oriental Rug Collection by
 Exchange. CMA 71.75

 _1..
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 Figure 29. Two Fragments. Lampas weave,
 silk and gold thread. Green, white, purple,
 and gold pattern on tan (faded from red)
 ground, (a) 36.2 x 14.9 cm.; (b) 35.5 x 14.9
 cm. Italy, second half fourteenth century.
 Purchase from the J. H. Wade Fund.
 CMA 39.41

 Figure 30. Textile. Lampas weave, silk.
 Green pattern on tan ground, 39 x 16.3 cm.
 Italy, second half fourteenth century. Pur
 chase from the J. H. Wade Fund. CMA 77.15

 noted, were copied by Asian weavers (Figures 17 and 18). One varia
 tion is seen in Figure 29,80 in which horizontal rows of dragons and
 lions alternate with scrolling vines terminating in grape leaves. The fly
 ing scarves worn by the lions are a Gothic version of the old Sasanian
 flying ribbons, a motif that had migrated to Europe probably via Sasa
 nian textiles and had then been absorbed into Romanesque art.8' In
 another silk (Figure 30)82 the Asian pattern of lotus bulb palmettes or
 lotus flowers enclosing a floral or animal motif and arranged in stag
 gered horizontal rows (e.g., Figure 2A) has been translated into the
 Italian idiom of vines, grape leaves, and clusters of grapes.
 Once designers in Italy "discovered" the beauty and vitality of foreign

 designs, they began creating patterns that either imitated Chinese and
 Islamic textiles or were closely based on those designs. In one such silk
 (Figure 31) the double vines gracefully curving back and forth across
 the surface of the textile, the large lotus flowers, and the clusters of
 small flowers have been inspired by Chinese silks.83 In another floral
 design (Figure 32)84 large palmettes are enclosed in a net of vines that
 have been purposely abstracted to resemble (at least to an Italian eye)
 Islamic floral vines. Finally, in Figure 3385 pairs of lions with their faces
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 Figure 31. Textile. Lampas weave, silk and
 gold thread. Gold, blue, and yellow pat
 tern on tan (faded from red) ground, 20 x
 40.5 cm. Italy, second half fourteenth cen
 tury. Dudley P. Allen Fund. CMA 40.1193

 turned in the manner of Seljuk lions or, in alternate repeats, pairs of
 dragons are framed in floral medallions that are, in turn, enclosed by
 double vines and flowers forming ogives.

 As beautiful as these designs are, however, the unique genius of
 fourteenth-century Italian silk design lies in the extraordinary burst of
 creative imagination that was triggered by the impact of Islamic and

 Figure 32. Textile. Lampas weave, silk
 and gold thread. Gold and tan (faded from
 red) pattern on tan ground, 29.5 x 22.8
 cm. Italy, second half fourteenth century.
 Purchase from the J. H. Wade Fund.
 CMA 45. 15

 ME ' : .. : ' '

 Figure 33. Textile. Lampas weave, silk.
 Tan (faded from red) pattern and ground,
 28 x 25.7 cm. Italy, last quarter fourteenth
 century. Purchase from the J. H. Wade
 Fund. CMA 41.391

 .-4
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 Figure 34. Detail of Textile from Back of a
 Chasuble. Lampas weave, silk and gold
 thread. Gold and yellow pattern on tan
 ground, 106.7 x 68.5 cm. Italy, last third
 fourteenth century. Purchase from the J. H.

 Wade Fund. CMA 28.653

 Figure 35. Textile. Lampas weave, silk and
 gold thread. Green, white, and gold pattern
 on tan ground, 26.8 x 33.2 cm. Italy, last
 third fourteenth century. Purchase from
 the J.H. Wade Fund. CMA 42.1078

 Chinese textiles. The results combine foreign and European motifs into
 a uniquely Italian product, completely different from anything previous
 ly woven in Italy. In a magnificent silk and gold textile forming the back
 of a chasuble (Figure 34), a Chinese phoenix with wings outstretched
 reaches to peck at a group of pseudo-Arabic letters that are entwined
 by the spreading twigs of a bush.86 Meanwhile, a snappy little dog, sit
 ting on a bit of turf, snarls back at the phoenix. The delightful imagina
 tion, liveliness, and elegance of this design characterize the finest of
 the Italian fanciful patterns.

 In Figure 3587 the overall design of alternating wide and narrow
 bands is based on an Islamic pattern structure found in Near Eastern
 and Mamluk silks of the period (see Figures 25 and 26).88 Also derived
 from Near Eastern decorative design is the frieze of goats in the narrow
 bands.89 In the wide band, a large bird with outstretched wings, some
 what resembling the Chinese phoenix, pecks at a flower growing near
 the base of a small tree that bends under the weight of a charging lion.

 A

 AC
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 Figure 36. Textile. Lampas weave, silk and
 gold thread. Green, white, and gold pat
 tern on tan (faded from red) ground, 25
 x 35.5 cm. Italy, second half fourteenth
 century. Purchase from the J. H. Wade
 Fund. CMA 77.16

 Figure 36A. Photo-reconstruction of
 CMA 77.16.

 ...........~ _ ~Jr.i;'LiiBL~~lI?fr
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 Figure 37. Textile. Lampas weave, silk and r "
 gold thread. Gold pattern with light and
 dark blue on cream ground, 24.2 x 24.2
 cm. Italy, last third fourteenth century. Pur
 chase from the J. H. Wade Fund. CMA 50.5

 :ii _

 A similar type of pattern occurs in Figure 36.90 But here, the swaying
 tree, to which is chained a restless cheetah, continues "behind" the
 narrow band of birds and pseudo-Arabic letters into the bottom of the
 repeated wide band above. In this repeat, which is unfortunately largely
 missing, the design would have been woven in mirror reverse with the
 trees curving to the left and the cheetahs looking back to the left. The
 entire design actually combines the Chinese pattern of parallel undu
 lating vines with the Islamic pattern of bands. Typical of the imaginative
 Italian designs are the decorative use of pseudo-Arabic inscription in
 the narrow band, the graceful birds in the same band that turn their
 heads to observe the scene below, the agitation of the cheetah, and the
 surprise of unexpected motifs: the fanciful flower curving annoyingly
 back toward the cheetah and the pope's mitre below.
 An ingenious pattern based on the familiar design of vines forming a

 net enclosing palmettes is seen in Figure 37.91 Here, conical hats topped
 with flamboyant displays of feathers replace the palmettes, while the
 long tassels of the hats form the net itself. The hats are elaborate ver
 sions of a type of Mongol hat that had a turned-up brim and was some
 times worn with feathers on the top.92 Such hats, known in Italy be
 cause of diplomatic missions from Asia, are depicted in Ambrogio
 Lorenzetti's Franciscan Martyrdom, in the church of San Francesco,
 Sienna.93

 29
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 30  Figure 38. Textile. Lampas weave, silk and i
 gold thread. Gold and blue pattern on tan
 ground, 40 x 24.5 cm. Italy, last third four
 teenth century. Purchase from the J. H.
 Wade Fund. CMA 43.283 i

 $' ..... ...

 The inventive Italian silks of the fourteenth century did not always

 Figure. 389 for example, the design consists of a mixture of heraldic
 and falconry emblems. Pairs of falcons stand on a main d'aigle, an
 heraldic charge consisting of a bird's wing and claw. To this has been
 attached a falcon's bell. Alternating with this motif is a panache of os
 trich plumes with an ornamental interlacement at its base. The panache
 had originally served in the Middle Ages as a decoration for helmets,
 but by the beginning of the fourteenth century, it was used as a heraldic
 crest.95 Finally, the design is completed by a decorative device con
 sisting of ostrich plumes fixed with an agraffe (an ornamental clasp) to a
 leafy tendril. Although the pattern of this silk consists entirely of Euro
 pean motifs, the impact of foreign -particularly Chinese-designs is
 apparent in the restless energy of the falcons, the dramatic depiction of
 the main d'aigle, and in the lack of symmetry in the overall design.

 The extraordinary heights to which Italian imagination soared during
 the second half of the century are seen in the magnificent design of a
 green silk and gold fragment in the Museum (Figure 39)96 of which a
 complete version exists in Nuremberg (Figure 40). Here, various ab

 heraldic charge consisting of a bird's wing and claw. To this has been~~~~~~~~[.
 '._chd ,'.:o's '~l lentn wt hsmtfisapnceo

 .....:~ ih nonaetlinelceeta isbs. -- pnah
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 stracted floral palmettes are flanked by leafy V-formations, from which
 spring deer with flaming manes, and by winged dogs also with flaming
 manes. The electric energy of these dynamic creatures infuse the sym
 metrical balance of the design with vitality and spirit. Through the
 imagination of the Italian designer, the Islamic, Chinese, and European
 sources for various elements of the design have been assimilated and
 transformed into a purely Italian Gothic design of breathtaking beauty
 and vigor.

 This brilliant and imaginative period in Italy lasted only through the
 beginning years of the fifteenth century. Then gradually taste changed
 until, by the third decade of the century, the fanciful, exotic designs
 had been replaced with designs drawing on the familiar world of nature.

 gold thread. Gold pattern on green ground,

 21.6tx 31.3 cm. Italy, last third fourteenth i
 century. Purchase from the J. H. Wade
 Fund. CMA 54.69

 Figure 40. Detai I of Chasuble. Lampas
 weave, silk and gold thread. Gold pattern
 on red ground. Italy, last third fourteenth
 century. Nuremberg, Germanisches
 Nationalmuseum, 28.

 F. The international period of Italian silk design had drawn to a close. Of

 on treasuries and tombs abruptly ends about 1400. No later Timurid silks
 of the Near East have yet been identified with certainty, and the Ming

 exceptional period of silk weaving that had flourished during the
 Ysikan dynasty.

 .J . ?i~ ~~~ ~.;,.Anne E. Wardwell
 Curator of Textiles

 .' -AN
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 1. Li Chih-ch'ang, The Travels of an Al
 chemist (London, 1931); Marco Polo, The
 Book of Marco Polo the Venetian Con
 cerning the Kingdoms and Marvels of the
 East, trans. and ed. Sir Henry Yule (New
 York, 1926); Ibn Batutta, The Travels of
 Ibn Batutta, A. D. 1325-1354, trans. H.A. R.
 Gibb, ed. C. Defremery and B.R. Sanguin
 etti, vols. 1 and 2 (Cambridge, 1958,
 1962); Christopher Dawson, Mission to
 Asia: Narratives and Letters of the Fran
 ciscan Missionaries in Mongolia and
 China in the Thirteenth and Fourteenth
 Centuries (New York, 1966); Sir Henry
 Yule, trans. and ed., Cathay and the Way
 Thither, Being a Collection of Medieval
 Notices of China (1914; reprint Liechten
 stein, 1967); Sir E.A. Wallis Budge, trans.,
 The Monks of Kublai Khan, Emperor of
 China (London, 1928); E. Bretschneider,
 Mediaeval Researches from Eastern Asi
 atic Sources, 2 vols. (London, 1967 ed.);
 Clavijo, Embassy to Tamerlane, 1403-06,
 trans. Guy le Strange (London and New
 York, 1928); Johann Schiltberger, The
 Bondage and Travels of Johann Schilt
 berger, trans. and ed. J. Buchan Telfer
 (London: Hakluyt Society, 1879); G.I.
 Bratianu, Actes des notaires g6nois de
 Pera et de Caffa de la fin du treizieme
 siecle (1281-1290), Academie Roumaine,
 Etudes et Recherches, II (Bucarest, 1927).

 2. Luciano Petech, "Les marchands italiens
 dans I'empire mongol," Journal asiatique,
 250 (1926), 552; Polo, East, 1:75.

 3. Yule, Cathay, 2:103-104.
 4. Petech, "Les marchands," pp. 559-560;
 Batutta, Travels, 3:541-549.

 5. Clavijo, Embassy, pp. 278, 287, and 291.

 6. I.P. Pertrushevsky, "The Socio-Economic
 Condition of Iran under the Il-Khans,"
 Cambridge History of Iran, vol. 5, The
 SaljUq and Mongol Periods (Cambridge,
 1968), p. 506; Yule, Cathay, 2:105.
 7. Polo, East, 1:412-414.

 8. Ibid., 2:412, 414-415.

 9. Ibid., p. 204.

 10. Quoted by Sir Henry Yule in ibid.,
 p. 112, n.
 11. Ibid., p. 238, n.

 12. Yule, Cathay, 3:157 ff.; Petech, "Les
 marchands," p. 554.

 13. Margaret Medley, "Chinese Ceramics
 and Islamic Design," The Westward Influ
 ence of the Chinese Arts from the 14th to
 the 18th Century, Colloquies in Art and
 Archaeology in Asia, no. 3 (London, 1972),
 p.2.
 14. Robert Sabatino Lopez, "China Silk in
 Europe in the Yuan Period," Journal of the
 American Oriental Society, 72 (April
 June, 1952), 74-75.

 15. Yule, Cathay, 3:98.

 16. Petech, "Les marchands," p. 551.

 17. Dawson, Mission, p. 203.
 18. A.C. Moule, Christians in China Before
 1550 AD (London, 1930), pp. 110-112.
 19. R. B. Serjeant, Islamic Textiles, Material
 for a History up to the Mongol Conquest
 (Beirut, 1972), p. 68.

 20. Arthur Lane, Later Islamic Pottery:
 Persia, Syria, Egypt, Turkey (London,
 1971), p. 4.
 21. Petech, "Les marchands," p. 558.

 22. Clavijo, Embassy, p. 203.
 23. Sherman E. Lee and Wai-Kam Ho,
 Chinese Art Under the Mongols: The Yuan
 Dynasty (1279-1368), exhib. cat. (Cleve
 land, 1968), cat. no. 303; for material ex
 cavated in China, see Wang Ping-Hua,
 "Excavation of the Ancient Tombs at Salt
 Lake, Sinkiang" [in Chinese], Wen Wu, no.
 10 (1973), pp. 28-36; and Hsio-Yen Shih,
 "Textile Finds in the People's Republic of
 China," Studies in Textile History in Mem
 ory of Harold B. Burnham, ed. Veronika
 Gervers (Toronto, 1977), p. 323.
 24. CMA 48.204 Textile. Lampas weave,
 silk and gold thread (flat strips of gilded
 paper and strips of gilded paper twisted
 around a silk core), 43.7 x 33 cm. China,
 Yuan dynasty, 1260-1368. Purchase from
 the J.H. Wade Fund. Exhibitions: Bloom
 ington, 1966: The Museum of Art of In
 diana University, East-West in Art; The
 Cleveland Museum of Art, 1968: Chinese
 Art Under the Mongols: Yuan Dynasty,
 (1279-1368), cat. by Sherman E. Lee and

 Wai-Kam Ho, no. 302, p. 376, illus.;
 Mansfield, 1983: Mansfield Art Center,
 Exhibition of Chinese Art. Publications:
 Dorothy G. Shepherd, "A Chinese Textile
 of the Yuan Period," CMA Bulletin, 36
 (January 1949), 14-16; Victoria Kloss Ball,

 Architecture and Interior Design: A Basic
 History Through the Seventeenth Century
 (New York, 1980), 1:fig. 5.52, p. 189.

 25. Agnes Branting and Andreas Lind
 blom, Medieval Embroideries and Textiles
 in Sweden (Uppsala and Stockholm,
 1932), pl. 210; London, Victoria and Al
 bert Museum, 8619-1863; Florence L.
 May, Silk Textiles of Spain (New York,
 1957), fig. 110.
 26. A Chinese textile with similar types
 of silver thread is preserved in Brussels,
 see Isabelle Errera, Catalogue d'etoffes
 anciennes et modernes (Brussels, 1927),
 no. 30A.

 27. Raschid-eldin, Histoire des Mongols
 de la Perse, trans. and ed. E. Quatremere
 (Amsterdam, 1968), pp. 149 and 159.

 28. CMA 50.540 Textile. Lampas weave,
 silk, 15.2 x 13.3 cm. China, Yuan dynasty,
 1260-1368. John L. Severance Fund. Ex
 collection: Dr. Emil Delmar.

 29. CMA 50.507 Textile. Lampas weave,
 silk and gold thread (strips of gilded mem
 brane), 21 x 13 cm. China, Yuan dynasty,
 1260-1368. John L. Severance Fund. Ex
 collection: Dr. Emil Delmar.

 30. Licisco Magagnato et al., Le stoffe di
 Cangrande, exhib. cat. (Florence, 1983),
 pp. 120 and 157.
 31. CMA 85.33 Textile. Tabby weave with
 supplementary pattern weft, silk and gold
 thread (strips of gilded paper [or mem
 brane]), 14.5 x 15.5 cm. China, Yuan
 dynasty, 1260-1368. Dudley P. Allen Fund.

 32. Concerning the association of the dal
 matic with Benedict XI, see Anne E. Ward
 well, "Stylistic Development of 14th-and
 15th-Century Italian Silk Design,"Aachener

 Kunstblatter, 47 (1976-77), 191. The tex
 tiles belonging to the dalmatic and cope
 are illustrated in Magagnato et al., Le
 stoffe, pp. 171 and 174. For inventory ref
 erences, see "lnventarium Thesauri Eccle
 siae Romanae... Clementis Papae V,
 131 1," Registi Clementis Papae V, vol. 1,
 appendices (Rome, 1982), p. 430; and E.
 Muntz and A.L. Frothingham, II tesoro
 della Basilica di S. Pietro in Vaticano dal
 XIII al XV secolo (Rome, 1883), pp. 36 and
 37. Diagrams of tiny floral patterns in
 Italian paintings are published in Brigitte

 Klesse, Seidenstoffe in der Italienischen
 Malerei des 14. Jahrhunderts (Bern, 1967),
 cat. nos. 145,146, 148, 151, 152.

 33. Hermann Fillitz, Katalog der welt
 lichen und der geistlichen Schatzkammer,
 coll. cat. (Vienna, 1971), p. 60, no. 173.

 34. Magagnato et al., Le stoffe, pp. 133
 and 135. For the influence of these tiny
 designs on Italian silks design, see Ward
 well, "Stylistic Development," p. 186 and
 figs 11-13.

 35. CMA 85.4 Fragment from a Cope. Lam
 pas weave, silk, cotton, and silver thread
 (strips of silvered [with traces of gilding]
 leather around a cotton core), warp: 42.5
 cm.; weft: 39.5 cm. U.S.S.R., Western
 Turkestan, late thirteenth-fourteenth cen
 tury. Purchase from the J. H. Wade Fund.
 Exhibition: The Cleveland Museum of Art,
 1985: The Twain Shall Meet, cat. by Jenifer

 Neils (CMA Bulletin, 42 [October 1985]),
 no.78, p. 359.
 36. Arthur Upham Pope and Phyllis Acker
 man, eds., Survey of Persian Art (SOPA,
 Ashiya, 1964-81), pi. 998B; W. Mannow
 sky, Der Danziger Paramentenschatz,
 kirchliche Gewander und Stickereien
 (Berlin, 1931-32), no. 34, pi. 51 and NF
 119, pi. 23. For the identification and at
 tribution of this group, see Anne E. Ward

 well, "Silk and Gold/Silver Textiles of the
 Late Mongol to Early Timurid Periods from

 Western Turkestan and the Near East,"
 forthcoming.
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 37. For the composition of the metal wefts,
 see N. Indictor, R.J. Koestler, C. Blair, and
 A.E. Wardwell, "The Evaluation of Metal
 Wrappings from Medieval Textiles Using
 Scanning Electron Microscopy-Energy Dis
 persive X-Ray Spectrometry," forthcoming,
 especially Tables IV and V.

 38. Sha-Pi'ti, "Cotton Planting and Weaving
 in Ancient Sinkiang in the Light of Archaeo
 logical Data" [in Chinese], Wen Wu, no.
 10 (1973), p. 48.

 39. Wang, "Excavation," pp. 28-29, 33-34.

 40. This cloth was called mulham, see Ser
 jeant, Islamic Textiles, p. 104. For a more
 detailed discussion of mulham in relation
 to Figure 8 and the related textiles, see

 Wardwell, "Silk and Gold/Silver Textiles."

 41. For a discussion of these motifs, see
 Wardwell, "Silk and Gold/Silver Textiles."

 42. CMA 29.905 Textile. Lampas weave
 with areas of compound weave, silk and
 gold thread (strips of gilded leather around
 a linen core), 23.2 x 10.7 cm. Near East,
 late thirteenth-fourteenth century. Pur
 chase from the J. H. Wade Fund. For the
 Near Eastern attribution of this silk, see
 Wardwell, "Silk and Gold/Si Iver Textiles."

 43. CMA 18.292 Textile. Lampas weave,
 silk and gold thread (strips of gilded leather
 around a silk core), 25.7 x 18.5 cm. Near
 East, late thirteenth-fourteenth century.
 Dudley P. Allen Fund. For the Near Eastern
 attribution of this silk, see Wardwell, "Silk
 and Gold/Silver Textiles."

 44. CMA Handbook (1978), p. 271, for CMA
 50.558; Pope and Ackerman, Persian Art,
 pi. 998B; The Textile Museum, Washing
 ton, D.C., 3.254.

 45. M.Y. Kiani, The Islamic City of Gurgan,
 Archaeologische Mitteilungen aus Iran,
 vol. 11 (Berlin, 1984), 66.

 46. CMA 45.34 Textile. Lampas weave, silk
 and gold thread (strips of gilded leather
 around a linen core), 26.7 x 14 cm. Near
 East, fourteenth century. Purchase from
 theJ. H. Wade Fund. Exhibition: The Cleve
 land Museum of Art, 1944: 2000 Years of
 Silk Weaving, cat. by Adele Coulin Wei
 bel, no. 94, p. 14, pi. 25, also Detroit and
 Los Angeles; for the Near Eastern attribu
 tion of this textile, see Wardwell, "Silk and
 Gold/Silver Textiles."

 47. CMA 39.44 Textile. Lampas weave, silk
 and gold thread (strips of gilded leather
 around a linen core), 33.7 x 20.3 cm. Near
 East, fourteenth century. Purchase from
 the J. H. Wade Fund. Ex collection: H.A.
 Elsberg. Exhibition: The Cleveland Muse
 um of Art, 1963: Gothic Art, 1360-1440,
 cat. by William D. Wixom (CMA Bulletin,
 50 [September 1963]), no. 80, p. 214.
 Publications: Gertrude Underhill, "Tex
 tiles from the H.A. Elsberg Collection,"
 CMA Bulletin, 26 (November 1939), 145;

 Florence Edler de Roover, "Lucchese Silks
 and Art," Ciba Review, 80 (June 1950),
 2926; Adele C. Weibel, Two Thousand
 Years of Textiles (New York, 1952), no.
 180, p. 130; for the Near Eastern attribu
 tion of this textile, see Wardwell, "Silk and
 Gold/Silver Textiles."

 48. CMA 45.14 Textile. Lampas weave, silk
 and silver thread (strips of silvered leather
 around a cotton core), 28.6 x 25.4 cm.
 Near East, late thirteenth-fourteenth cen
 tury. Purchase from the J. H. Wade Fund.
 For the Near Eastern attribution of this tex
 tile, see Wardwell, "Silk and Gold/Silver
 Textiles."

 49. For the bulb palmettes filled with a
 scale motif in a Chinese silk, see Klesse,
 Seidenstoffe, fig. 75; the scale motif in a
 highly imaginative palmette from an Ital
 ian silk is illustrated by Otto von Falke, in

 Decorative Silks (New York, 1922), fig.
 336. Designs of bulb palmettes filled with
 a scale motif were also painted by Ambro
 gio Lorenzetti in 1330-31 and by Barnaba
 da Modena in 1377 (Klesse, Seidenstoffe,
 cat. nos. 178 and 219).

 50. CMA 26.509 Textile. Lampas weave,
 silk and gold thread (strips of gilded leather
 around a linen core), 21 x 22.9 cm. Near
 East, fourteenth century. Purchase from
 the J.H. Wade Fund. Exhibitions: The
 Cleveland Museum of Art, 1944: 2000
 Years of Silk Weaving, cat. by Weibel, no.
 91, p. 133f; The Cleveland Museum of
 Art, 1963: Gothic Art 1360-1440, cat. by
 William D. Wixom (CMA Bulletin, 50
 [September 1963]), no. 99, p. 214. Publi
 cations: Weibel, Two Thousand Years of
 Textiles, no. 191, p. 133. For the Near
 Eastern attribution of this textile, see Ward
 well, "Silk and Gold/Silver Textiles."

 51. CMA 71.75 Textile. Lampas weave, silk,
 23.7 x 25.1 cm. Italy, second quarter four
 teenth century. Florence and Charles Abel

 Oriental Rug Collection by Exchange.

 52. CMA 43.51 Textile. Tabby weave with
 supplementary pattern weft, silk, 11.5 x
 15.9 cm. Asia, mid or second half four
 teenth century. Gift of The Textile Arts
 Club. Ex collection: Church of St. Ursula,
 Cologne. Exhibitions: The Cleveland Mu
 seum of Art, 1944: 2000 Years of Silk

 Weaving, cat. by Weibel, no. 83, p. 12;
 The Cleveland Museum of Art, 1963:
 Gothic Art, 1360-1440, cat. by Wixom
 (CMA Bulletin 50 [September 1963]), no.
 97, p. 214; The Cleveland Museum of Art,
 1984: Material Matters: Fifty Years of Gifts
 from the Textile Arts Club, 1934-1984,
 cat. by Anne E. Wardwell, illus. 27, p. 34.
 Publications: Gertrude Underhill, "Gifts of
 the Textile Arts Club," CMA Bulletin, 33
 (March 1946), 24-26; Weibel, Two Thou
 sand Years of Textiles, no. 83, p. 12.

 53. For a different type of Italian design
 with lion masks and grape leaves, see
 Wardwell, "The Stylistic Development,"
 fig. 22; several references in inventories to
 designs with masks are quoted in relation
 to fig. 22 on p. 191.

 54. Lampas weave: a figured weave in
 which a pattern, composed of weft floats
 (pattern wefts) bound by a binding warp, is
 added to a ground fabric formed by a main
 warp and ground weft.

 55. The Chinese silk lining a Levantine
 cope formerly in St. Peter's Church, Salz
 burg, and now in the Abegg-Stiftung in
 Riggisberg is woven with a single set of
 warps and two sets of wefts. The same
 structure occurs in a Buyid silk, a part of
 which is also preserved in the Abegg
 Stiftung, no. 478; see Dorothy G. Shep
 herd, "Medieval Persian Silks in Fact and
 Fancy," Bulletin de Liaison du Centre In
 ternational d'Etude des Textiles Ancient,
 no. 39/40 (1974), fig. 12e and Table I on
 p. 83.
 56. The Chinese silk and gold textile form
 ing part of the dalmatic of Benedict XI
 (Magagna:o et al., Le stoffe, pp. 170-1 71);
 a silk fragment in Krefeld, no. 02182; a silk
 and gold textile in Brandenburg (Klesse,
 Seidenstoffe, fig. 77). The gold in question
 consists of flat strips of gilded membrane
 or paper.

 57. See Wardwell, "Silk and Gold/Silver
 Textiles."

 58. For different compositions of gold and
 silver thread from textiles woven in China,
 Turkestan, the Near East, Egypt/Syria,
 Italy, and Spain during the late thirteenth
 and fourteenth centuries, see N. Indictor
 and R.J. Koestler, "The Identification and
 Characterization of Metal Wrapping in
 Historic Textiles Using Microscopy and
 Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectrometry
 Problems Associated with Identification
 and Characterizations," in Scanning Elec
 tron Microscopy, part 11 (1986), forth
 coming; and Indictor et al., "Evaluation of
 Metal Wrappings."

 59. Von Falke, Decorative Silks, figs. 275
 and 276; a Chinese or Eastern Turkestan
 silk bearing the name of a Mamluk sultan
 was preserved in the Marienkirche, Dan
 zig, until World War II, and a group of
 Near Eastern striped silks, also formerly in
 Danzig, are woven with Mamluk dedica
 tory phrases. See Mannowsky, Der Dan
 ziger Paramentenschatz, nos. 1, 3, 30, 31,
 32, 33, 36, and 111-114; Wardwell, "Silk
 and Gold/Silver Textiles."

 60. For example, see A. F. Kendrick, Cata
 logue of Muhammadan Textiles of the

 Medieval Period, coll. cat. (London, 1924),
 pi. XII, no. 957.

 33
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 61. CMA 83.121 Textile. Double cloth with
 three sets of warps and wefts, tabby weave,
 silk, 11 x 16.7 cm. Egypt/Syria, Mamluk
 period, fourteenth century. Purchase from
 the J. H. Wade Fund. Ex collection: Mme.
 Paul Mallon. For pre-Mongol designs of
 squares, see above note 44.

 62. For Mamluk variations of designs with
 squares, see Esin Atil, Renaissance of
 Islam, Art of the Mamluks, exhib. cat.
 (Washington, D.C., 1981), no. 114; and
 Louise W. Mackie, "Toward an Under
 standing of Mamluk Silks: National and
 International Considerations," Muqarnas,
 2 (1984), pi. 12.
 63. CMA 83.120 Silk Fragment. Lampas
 weave, silk, 14.5 x 16 cm. Egypt/Syria,
 Mamluk period, fourteenth century. Pur
 chase from the J.H. Wade Fund. Ex collec
 tion: Mme. Paul Mallon.

 64. Von Falke, Decorative Silks, fig. 305;
 and Colegio del Arte Mayor de la Seda de
 Barcelona, La seda en la Liturgia, coll. cat.
 (Barcelona, 1952), p. 43. For the Near
 Eastern attribution, see Wardwell, "Silk
 and Gold/Silver Textiles."

 65. See, for example, von Falke, Decora
 tive Silks, figs. 278, 281, 282, 284, 350,
 and 362; Wardwell, "Stylistic Develop
 ment," figs. 10, 31, 39, and 43.

 66. The inscription repeated in the medal
 lions is pseudo and purely decorative, ac
 cording to Dr. Harold W. Glidden, Arling
 ton, Virginia. For Arabic script in Chinese
 textiles, see von Falke, Decorative Silks,
 figs. 275 and 284; Theodor Muller and
 Sigrid Muller-Christensen, Sakrale Ge
 wander des Mittelalters, exhib. cat. [Aus
 stellung im Bayerischen Nationalmuseum

 Munchen, 8 July-25 September 1955]
 (Munich, 1955), no. 72; and Magagnato
 et al., Le stoffe, pp. 71-83. The Italian
 examples are too numerous to list con
 clusively, but see, for example, von Falke,
 Decorative Silks, figs. 333, 348, 368, 370,
 and 371.

 67. See, for example, von Falke, Decora
 tive Silks, fig. 278.

 68. CMA 86.240 Textile. Compound tabby,
 double cloth, and bands of extended tabby;
 silk and gold thread (strips of gilded silver
 around a silk core), 5 x 27 cm. Egypt/Syria,
 Mamluk period, first half fourteenth cen
 tury. John L. Severance Fund. Publication:
 Donald King, Textiles from the Sangiorgi
 Collection, sale cat. (London, Spink and
 Son, Ltd., 1985), no. 5.

 69. CMA 50.510 Cap. Lampas weave, silk
 and gold thread (strips of gilded silver
 around a silk core), H. 12.7 cm., Diam. of
 base 17.2 cm. Egypt/Syria, Mamluk period,
 fourteenth century. John L. Severance
 Fund. Ex collection: Dr. Emil Delmar. Ex
 hibition: Washington, 1981: Smithsonian
 Institution, Renaissance of Islam: Art of the

 Mamluks, cat. by Esin Atil, no. 117, also
 Minneapolis, New York, Cincinnati, De
 troit, Sacramento, San Diego, Phoenix,
 and Hartford.

 CMA 85.5 Cap. Lampas weave, silk,
 H. 12 cm. Egypt/Syria, Mamluk period,
 sultinate of Nasir al-Din Muhammed,
 1293-1341. Purchase from the J. H. Wade
 Fund. Ex collection: Bacri. Publications:
 J. Heinrich Schmidt, "Damaste der Mamlu
 kenzeit," Ars Islamica, 1 (1934), fig. 12;
 E. Combe, J. Sauvaget, and G. Wiet, Re
 pertoire chronologique d'epigraphie
 arabe, vol. 15 (Cairo, 1956), no. 5876.

 For other Mamluk silks with striped de
 signs, see Atil, Renaissance of Islam, nos.
 113 and 119; Mackie, "Toward an Under
 standing," pls. 6, 7, 9, and 11; J. Heinrich
 Schmidt, "Morgenlandische und abend
 landische Siendenmuster im Mittelalter,"

 Beitrage zur Kunstgeschichte Asiens, In
 Memoriam E. Diez (1963), fig. 10; and
 CMA 50.523 (unpublished).

 70. Translated by Dr. Harold W. Glidden.

 71. Translated by Dr. Harold W. Glidden.

 72. See Wardwell, "Silk and Gold/Silver
 Textiles."

 73. CMA 39.40 Mantle for Statue of Virgin.
 Lampas weave, silk and gold thread (strips
 of gilded silver around a silk core), 70.5
 x 111.1 cm. Egypt/Syria(?), first half four
 teenth century. Purchase from the J. H.

 Wade Fund. Ex collection: H.A. Elsberg.
 Exhibitions: The Cleveland Museum of
 Art, 1944: 2000 Years of Silk Weaving,
 cat. by Weibel, no. 291, pl. 66; Washing
 ton, 1983: The Smithsonian Institute,
 Renaissance of Islam: Art of the Mamluks,
 cat. by Atil, no. 116, pp. 232-233 (color).
 Publications: "Medieval Textiles in the Els
 berg Collection," Art News, 32, no. 29
 (April 1934), 13; Gertrude Underhill,
 "Textiles from the Elsberg Collection," CMA
 Bulletin, 26 (November 1939), 142-144;
 CMA Handbook (1978), p. 270; J. Heinrich
 Schmidt, Alte Seidenstoffe (Braunschweig,
 1958), fig. 137; Kelee C. Reinhart, "Reflec
 tions of a Renaissance in Islam," Horizon,
 24 (July/August 1981), 33-34 (color);
 Marianna Shreve Simpson, "Art of the
 Mamluk Period in Egypt and Syria," Orien
 tations, 12, no. 10 (October 1981), fig. 23.

 74. Translated by Dr. H.W. Glidden.

 75. Kendrick, Catalogue of Muhammadan
 Textiles, pis. XIV and XV. The latter bears
 the name El-Ashraf in the lobed medal
 lions. It has been proposed that this title
 referred to the Mamluk sultan Qaitbay,
 1468-96 (ibid., p. 46; Schmidt, Alte Sei
 denstoffe, p. 163; and Atil, Renaissance of
 Islam, p. 233). But other sultans in the
 fourteenth century also assumed this title,
 and it is unlikely that the design would
 have been woven as late as the mid-fif
 teenth century.

 76. See, for example, Wardwell, "The
 Stylistic Development," figs. 16-18, pp.
 189 and 191 regarding fig. 20, and p. 202
 and n. 125 regarding fig. 38; and Ward
 well, "Silk and Gold/Silver Textiles."

 77. Errera, Catalogue d'etoffes anciennes
 et modernes, nos. 93 and 73A; J. Lessing,
 Die Gewebesammlung des koniglichen
 Kunstgewerbemuseums (Berlin, 1913), pi.
 198c; May, Silk Textiles of Spain, fig. 110;
 and CMA 29.87 (unpublished).

 78. Wardwell, "The Stylistic Development,"
 p. 182ff.
 79. Manuel Gomez-Moreno, El panteon
 real de las Huelgas de Burgos, coll. cat.
 (Madrid, 1946), pi. XCI.

 80. CMA 39.41 Two Fragments. Lampas
 weave, silk and gold thread (strips of gilded
 membrane around a linen core), (a) 36.2 x
 14.9 cm.; (b) 35.5 x 14.9 cm. Italy, second
 half fourteenth century. Purchase from the
 J.H. Wade Fund. Ex collection: H.A. Els
 berg Collection. Exhibition: The Cleve
 land Museum of Art, 1985: The Twain
 Shall Meet, cat. by Neils (CMA Bulletin, 42
 [October 1985]), no. 78, p. 359. Publica
 tions: Underhill, "Textiles from the H.A.
 Elsberg Collection," p. 145; Wardwell,
 "Stylistic Development," fig. 18, p. 188.

 81. Von Falke, Decorative Silks, figs. 100,
 101, and 131; Adolph Goldschmidt, Die
 Elfenbeinskulpturen aus der romanischen
 Zeit, XI.-XIII. Jahrhundert (Berlin, 1923),
 3:pl. LV, no. 230.
 82. CMA 77.15 Textile. Lampas weave,
 silk, 39 x 16.3 cm. Italy, second half four
 teenth century. Purchase from the J. H.

 Wade Fund.

 83. CMA 40.1193 Textile. Lampas weave,
 silk and gold thread (strips of gilded mem
 brane around a linen core), 20 x 40.5 cm.
 Italy, second half fourteenth century. Dud
 ley P. Allen Fund. Exhibition: The Cleve
 land Museum of Art, 1985: The Twain
 Shall Meet, cat. by Neils (CMA Bulletin, 42
 [October 1985]), no. 72, p. 359. Publica
 tions: Gertrude Underhill, "Two Four
 teenth-Century Italian Silks," CMA Bulletin,
 28 (November 1941), 138-139, illus.;
 Florence Edler de Roover, "The Silk Trade
 of Lucca," Bulletin of the Needle and Bob
 bin Club, 38 (1954), pi. III. For similar
 floral motifs in Chinese silks, see von
 Falke, Decorative Silks, figs. 266, 268,
 275, and 276.
 84. CMA 45.15 Textile. Lampas weave, silk
 and gold thread (strips of gilded membrane
 around a linen core), 29.5 x 22.8 cm. Italy,
 second half fourteenth century. Purchase
 from the J.H. Wade Fund. Exhibition: The
 Cleveland Museum of Art, 1944: 2000
 Years of Silk Weaving, cat. by Weibel, no.
 95, p. 14. Publications: Wardwell, "The
 Stylistic Development," fig. 15, p. 188.
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 85. CMA 41.391 Textile. Lampas weave,
 silk, 28 x 25.7 cm. Italy, last quarter four
 teenth century. Purchase from the J. H.

 Wade Fund.
 86. CMA 28.653 Textile from Back of a
 Chasuble. Lampas weave, silk and gold
 thread (strips of gilded membrane around
 a linen core), 106.7 x 68.5 cm. Italy, last
 third fourteenth century. Purchase from
 the J.H. Wade Fund.

 Exhibitions: The Cleveland Museum of
 Art, 1944: 2000 Years of Silk Weaving,
 cat. by Weibel, no. 97, p. 14, pi. 26; Bal
 timore, 1962: The Walters Art Gallery,
 The International Style, no. 157, p. 148,
 pi. CXXII; The Cleveland Museum of Art,
 1963: Gothic Art 1360-1440, cat. by Wix
 om (CMA Bulletin, 50 [September 1963]),
 no. 94, pp. 181 and 214; Chicago, 1975:
 The Art Institute of Chicago, Raiment for
 the Lord's Service, A Thousand Years of

 Western Vestments, cat. by Christa Mayer
 Thurman, no. 12, p. 79, illus. p. 78; New
 York, 1979: Asia House Gallery, Calligra
 phy in the Arts of the Muslim World, cat.
 by Anthony Welch, p. 90, no. 28, also
 Cincinnati, Seattle, and St. Louis; The
 Cleveland Museum of Art, 1985: Textiles
 in the Daily Life in the Middle Ages, cat.
 by Rebecca Martin, no. 2, fig. 3 and color
 pi. (detail), pp. 13-17.

 Publications: CMA Handbook (1978),
 p. 69; Gertrude Underhill, "A Textile of the
 Fourteenth Century," CMA Bulletin, 16
 (March 1929), pp. 51-21 [reprinted Art
 News, 27 (March 9, 1929), 3]; Weibel,
 Two Thousand Years of Textiles (New
 York, 1952), no. 195, p. 134; Florence E.
 de Roover, "Lucchese Silks and Art," Ciba
 Review, no. 80 (une 1950), p. 2927;
 Hugh Honour, Chinoiserie (London,
 1961), p. 246, pi. 2; Donata Devoti, L'arte
 del tessuto in Europa (Milano, 1974), fig.
 36; Victoria Kloss Ball, Architecture and
 Interior Design, fig. 5.53, p. 191, text,
 p. 190; Wardwell, "Stylistic Development,"
 fig. 33, p. 200.
 87. CMA 42.1078 Textile. Lampas weave,
 silk and gold thread (strips of gilded mem
 brane around a linen core), 26.8 x 33.2
 cm. Italy, last third fourteenth century.
 Purchase from the J. H. Wade Fund. Ex
 hibitions: Winnepeg, 1952: Winnepeg Art
 Gallery, Medieval Art; The Cleveland Mu
 seum of Art, 1963: Gothic Art, 1360-1440,
 cat. by Wixom (CMA Bulletin, 50 [Septem
 ber 1963]) p. 214, no. 95. Publications:

 Weibel, Two Thousand Years of Textiles,
 no. 193, p. 133; Cyril Bunt, Sicilian and
 Lucchese Fabrics (Leigh-on-Sea, 1961),
 fig. 51.

 88. See also Mannowsky, Der Danziger
 Paramentenschatz, nos. 1, 3, 30, 31, 32,
 33, 36, 111-114; Rupert Feuchtmuller and
 Arthur Saliger, Erzbishopfliches Dom- und
 Diozesanmuseum, coll. cat. (Vienna,
 1973), fig. 83.

 89. See, for example, a frieze of goats in a
 Buyid silk in the Cleveland Museum col
 lection: Dorothy G. Shepherd, "A Dated
 Persian Silk of the Buyid Period," CMA
 Bulletin, 43 (February 1956), 19-22, illus.
 on cover.

 90. CMA 77.16 Textile. Lampas weave, silk
 and gold thread (strips of gilded membrane
 around a linen core), 25 x 35.5 cm. Italy,
 second half fourteenth century. Purchase
 from the J.H. Wade Fund.

 91. CMA 50.5 Textile. Lampas weave, silk
 and gold thread (strips of gilded membrane
 around a linen core), 24.2 x 24.2 cm. Italy,
 last third fourteenth century. Purchase
 from the J.H. Wade Fund. Exhibition: The
 Cleveland Museum of Art, 1944: 2000
 Years of Silk Weaving, cat. by Weibel, no.
 86, p. 24. Publications: Cyril G.E. Bunt,
 Venetian Fabrics (Leigh-on-Sea, 1959), fig.
 8; Weibel, Two Thousand Years of Tex
 tiles, no. 211, p. 138; Wardwell, "The
 Stylistic Development," fig. 27, p. 195;
 Brigitte Tietzel, Italienisches Seidenge
 webe des 13., 14. and 15. Jahrhunderts,
 Deutches Textilmuseum Krefeld, coll. cat.
 (Cologne, 1984), illus. p. 339.
 92. David Talbot Rice, The Illustrations to
 the "World History" of RashTd al-Din, ed.
 Basil Gray (Edinburgh, 1976), p. 20 and
 pls. 6 and 8.
 93. George Rowley, Ambrogio Lorenzetti
 (Princeton, 1958), pls. 113 and 114.

 94. CMA 43.283 Textile. Lampas weave,
 silk and gold thread (strips of gilded mem
 brane around a linen core), 40 x 24.5 cm.
 Italy, last third fourteenth century. Pur
 chase from the J. H. Wade Fund. Exhibi
 tion: The Cleveland Museum of Art, 1944:
 2000 Years of Silk Weaving, cat. by Wei
 bel, no. 101, p. 15, pl. 29. Publications:

 Weibel, Two Thousand Years of Textiles,
 no. 210, p. 138.
 95. George W. Eve, Heraldry as Art (Lon
 don, 1907), pp. 125-126.
 96. CMA 54.69 Textile. Lampas weave, silk
 and gold thread (strips of gilded membrane
 around a linen core), 21.6 x 31.3 cm. Italy,
 last third fourteenth century. Purchase
 from the J. H. Wade Fund.
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